Creating a Culture
Supporting AI Success
Artificial intelligence, machine learning, predictive and
prescriptive analytics, natural language processing and
robotic process automation—whatever your industry,
you’ve likely heard these words with increasing frequency
over the last year.
CEOs have heard that artificial intelligence (AI) and its subsets can solve pressing business problems
and are racing to get their hands on the technologies and the experts who can operate them. A study
by SNS Telecom & IT predicts firms in financial services alone will invest $14 billion a year in big data
technologies by 2021.1
But technology investments and data scientist hires are no guarantee of successful outcomes. CEOs
also need to develop a strong foundation by embedding an understanding of AI throughout the
company. In this white paper, we explore three factors that contribute to a successful AI culture:
people, strategy and technology.
Establishing a Center of Excellence (CoE) to support AI adoption is an important first step. A CoE
centralises AI expertise and takes responsibility for developing the blueprint for AI implementations
and spur innovation and growth across the business.

People
ENGAGE THE C-SUITE

Microsoft added AI to its strategic

Large companies often resemble

vision in 2017, but CEO Satya Nadella

a series of silos. Departments
responsible for products, marketing
and finance develop their own data
strategies and do not necessarily
connect these with the rest of the
business. Unsurprisingly, then,
adoption of AI can be patchy across
a company—some silos might use
it, others might not. The only way to
ensure AI works across these silos, and
not against them, is if the CEO makes
clear to each unit that it is a priority.

did not stop there. A year later, he
started weekly “AI 365” meetings
which are attended by senior
executives across the company, in
which they update each other on their
respective AI projects. In addition
to ensuring greater transparency
of AI applications in play across the
business, the meetings enable teams
to learn from others’ experiences,
rather than each starting from
scratch. Kevin Scott, Microsoft’s
Chief Technology Officer, suggests
that having the company’s top
executives in the room at the same
time means problems encountered
by AI projects can be solved quickly.
“When there’s friction and obstacles
and inefficiencies in the system,
people can raise their hands and say,
‘I can’t do this thing,’” Scott says.2

Nokia’s Chairman Risto Silaasmaa

Blue says that jobs related to data

says CEOs must learn the ropes of

science and ML represent five of the

AI, machine learning (ML) and data

top 15 fastest-growing jobs in the

science to get the best use from the

U.S. today. Companies should work

technology. “If it is so strategically

closely with their HR team to devise

important for the company, I should

a recruitment strategy, perhaps

understand and we all should

collaborating with universities with

understand, at least enough to ask

strong AI programs directly.

the right questions,” he contends.
“That led me to a sort of wake-up

EDUCATE CURRENT STAFF

moment that I don’t have to wait for

AI should not simply be left to the

others to explain this to me, I can

data scientists. While they understand

actually move my butt and go back to

the technology, they may not

school myself.”3

understand the particular challenges

“In the past, a lot of S&P 500 CEOs
wished they had started thinking
sooner than they did about their
Internet strategy. I think five years
from now there will be a number of
S&P 500 CEOs that will wish they’d
started thinking earlier about their AI

and opportunities of the company.
Front-line staff, on the other hand,
understand such needs better than
anyone. By educating them on potential
AI applications, they are better equipped
to identify how AI can improve the way
they work.

strategy.” Andrew Ng Chief Scientist

Nokia chairman Risto Silaasmaa

Of Baidu.4

told LexisNexis last year that the

BRING ON THE DATA
SCIENTISTS

telecommunications firm’s 100,000
employees are being given basic
training in AI, ML and big data.8

Success with AI technologies

The University of Pennsylvania’s

demands staff who understand how

Perelman School of Medicine is

to operate these technologies. HSBC

also retraining its workforce in data

has increased its focus on digital

science. Kevin Mahoney, executive

transformation, accompanying it

vice dean at the School, said he

with a recruitment drive for 1,000

wants staff to understand “how the

data scientists.5

data explosion can help you do your

Competition to fill data scientist

job better.”9 PwC is giving similar

roles is fierce. LinkedIn co-founder
Allen Blue says data science jobs
have grown by up to 20 times in the
last three years. “There are very
6

few data scientists out there passing
out their resumes,” he notes. “Data
scientists are almost all already
employed, because they’re so much
in demand.”7

training to all its 55,000 employees in
the U.S. “I’ve got to believe that over
the next few years, data analytics is
going to be prevalent,” says partner
Bhushan Sethi. “It’s like digital:
everyone’s going to need to have a
base level understanding of it.”10

In the past, a lot
of S&P 500 CEOs
wished they had
started thinking
sooner than they
did about their
Internet strategy.
I think five years
from now there
will be a number
of S&P 500 CEOs
that will wish they’d
started thinking
earlier about their
AI strategy.
ANDREW NG
CHIEF SCIENTIST, BAIDU

Strategy
KNOW THE PROBLEM YOU
WANT TO ANSWER
AI has the potential to answer an
incredibly broad range of questions,
including questions we have not yet
imagined. “AI is much more powerful
than [anything] mankind has ever
dealt with so far,” said Ajay Davessar,
who has founded AI research
institutes at some of India’s most

Too many companies appear to be
adopting AI for the sake of it, without
any underlying strategy. Amy Ogan,
Associate Professor in the Human
Computer Interaction Institute
at Carnegie-Mellon University,
told LexisNexis in February that
companies are scrambling for AI, ML
and data scientists “even when they
don’t know why they need it.”

prestigious universities. “It can really

The first step of any AI strategy

augment humans in the decisions

should involve looking at your

they make.” This is exciting, but it

objectives and identifying how AI can

also shows the need for companies

best be used achieve those. That is the

not to get distracted and focus on

approach taken by organisations in

exactly what parts of their business

different sectors:

AI will benefit most.

• American Express uses AI to

This is only the beginning. The

identify fraudulent transactions.

possibilities for companies are almost

This not only helps them to spot

endless, if they have a clear strategy

fraudulent activity and therefore

in place.

reduce the risk of regulatory fines,
but automates a previously manual

USE IT ACROSS THE BUSINESS

process, saving staff time.

AI and data science should not be

• Credit bureau Experian needs to
make quick and accurate decisions
on credit scores—the quicker and
more accurate, the greater their
edge over rivals. The company has
developed an AI tool which scans
relevant datasets and assigns credit
scores almost instantly.

• The UK’s Press Association has
implemented robotic process
automation (RPA) to produce
thousands of articles each month,
allowing it to conserve its human
resources for in-depth interviews
and investigative journalism that
require emotional intelligence.

• Volvo uses AI-optimised processes

limited to particular teams—all
parts of a business should have the
opportunity to use the tools. Bhushan
Sethi, a partner at PwC, says the
accountancy firm is embedding
data analytics in every area of the
company. “Sethi admits PwC now
feels an expectation to offer clients a
strategy based on big data analytics.
“It is no longer good enough to
say, here’s a workable strategy;
this is kind of what it might look like.
We have to actually visualise what
those decisions would be; what are
the outcomes, what that means to
growth, to financials, to
engagement.”11

to create a system in which

MEASURE ITS EFFECTIVENESS

information on individual car parts

Companies should benchmark how

is automatically sent back to the
manufacturer, who will then inform
a customer when a part needs
servicing. This not only makes Volvo
more attractive to customers, but it
saves the company money on
maintenance costs.

well AI tools have achieved the
intended objectives. Has predictive
analytics, for example, allowed
the company to exploit a strategic
opportunity or has machine learning
create process efficiencies in a area
of the business? If so, what lessons
can other areas of the business learn
from the experience? To transform
the culture of the entire business
to one which makes the most of AI,
companies need to demonstrate the

value of AI internally. Microsoft’s
weekly “AI 365” meeting is a good
example—leaders from across
the business share problems and
successes of AI applications for
others to learn from.
When AI can be applied in a
repeatable way, the business value
increases. Companies should
consider testing prototype uses
of AI, then expanding their use to
other teams. British multinational
telecommunications holding
company BT Group initially
implemented ML for an automated
‘chatbot’ to answer customer service
enquiries on its website. Once this
was shown to work, it broadened
the use of ML across the business,
including in vehicle planning for its
fleet business.

Technology
GET THE DATA ECOSYSTEM
RIGHT
Companies are investing heavily in
recruiting data scientists on high
salaries, but too many of these data
scientists spend most of their time
cleaning up messy datasets. Using
unreliable data for AI is like putting
the wrong kind of fuel into a sports
car. No matter how high-tech the AI
system, if you put garbage in, you
will get garbage out.
When developing a corporate data
and technology strategy, companies
should address the following issues:

• Define the types of data needed and

to lapses in oversight—and the

where the data should reside. Often

potential for missteps that could

companies have massive amounts

lead to financial and reputational

of internal data but fail to realise the

damage.

benefits of the data because it is
siloed by department. Those walls
need to be broken down to allow
companies to capture a more
complete picture of the data
available and to understand where
gaps may need to be filled by thirdparty data sources.

• Determine the organisational roles

• Create guidelines for use of
enterprise assets, particularly
customer data. Misuse or—or
failure to protect—customer data
earns companies plenty of media
coverage, but none of it good. Good
data governance begins with clear
requirements—shared across the
enterprise for full visibility—on

that will take responsibility for the

how data assets should or should

data. Laws like GDPR, plus a

not be used.

skeptical public, mean that data
privacy and security are a top-ofmind issue for companies. A
fragmented approach can lead

USE A WIDE RANGE OF DATA
SOURCES

MANAGE THE RISKS

Most companies today have a mix

companies must maintain active

of paper and digital records, but in
the age of AI, converting data for use
in machine learning or predictive
analytics is a priority. In April 2019,
Google announced a new platform
that can analyse a scanned page and
turn it into machine-readable text.12
But companies should also look
outside the walls of their business
for data sources that deliver relevant
content that is normalised for easeof-use and enriched with metadata to
facilitate faster implementation and
time-to-insight from AI initiatives.
For example, financial services
organisations can use unexpected
sources of data to improve the
predictive power of their trading
decisions. Hedge funds can use AI to
monitor broadcast data. Television
interviews with a CEO often give
a clearer indication of where a
company is headed than more
commonly used sources. By ingesting
broadcast data into existing AI
monitoring of financial and company
information, hedge funds can
improve detection of market signals
and make better buy or sell decisions.

We may be in
banking, but
we live and die
on information.
Data analytics
is the oxygen of
Wall Street.

In the excitement about AI adoption,
oversight of the risks involved and
seek ethical advice from data science
and HR experts while considering a
strategy. Microsoft is among the most
enthusiastic adopters of AI, but it
has tempered this enthusiasm with
healthy caution.
Microsoft’s 2018 annual report
reminds staff that “AI algorithms
may be flawed.”13 It also warns
against insufficient or biased

TSVI GAL

information in datasets, as well as

CTO OF INFRASTRUCTURE

controversial data practices that

MORGAN STANLEY

could slow acceptance of AI solutions.
“These deficiencies could undermine
the decisions, predictions, or analysis
AI applications produce, subjecting us
to competitive harm, legal liability,
and brand or reputational harm,” the
report notes.14
It’s not just skewed results that
pose a risk. Companies need a
comprehensive approach to data
security to protect the viability
of AI programs that rely on
confidential business or customer
data. Companies should implement
training and robust security
standards to limit exposure to data
breaches by disgruntled, careless or
uninformed employees. In addition,
global data privacy regulations
vary, so companies must stay on

But the greatest risk companies
face comes from ignoring the AI
revolution altogether and being
left behind by their competitors. In
many sectors, AI adoption remains
patchy. Hedge funds and banks have
used AI to improve their services
to clients, to automate onboarding
and KYC processes, and to use
multiple data sources to make buy
and sell decisions. Tsvi Gal, CTO of
infrastructure at Morgan Stanley,
emphasises the importance of being
on the forefront of AI adoption,
noting, “We may be in banking, but
we live and die on information….
Data analytics is the oxygen of Wall

top of compliance requirements and

Street.”

implement appropriate due diligence

It has never been more important

and risk monitoring processes for

to create an AI culture; after all,

cloud service providers and other

how long can your company survive

potential risk points.

without oxygen?

See how the CORE advantage of Nexis® Data as a Service can help
you achieve AI success.
• Robust—Smart data, organised and enriched through

• Comprehensive—A source universe offering
controlled volume and a wide

a combination of expert human curation, advanced
analytics and topic tags, for greater veracity.

• Optimal—Flexible Bulk, RESTful and controlled
content APIs deliver normalised, semi-structured

• Experienced—A partner with 45+ years of

data at the volume and velocity needed for big data

aggregating content, plus patents in clustering and

applications.

machine learning, for dependable value.
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